
Inside an Atom 

 

The Atom  - 
(ATOMOS) from 

the Greek meaning 

indivisible(440 

B.C.) 
 

Nucleus – Ernest Rutherford (1911) New 

Zealand 

  (99.9%, to be exact) of an atom's mass.   

 The nucleus is very small compared to the 

size of the whole atom, because most of the 

atom is empty space surrounding the 

nucleus.  

 Within the 

nucleus are 

two types of 

smaller 

particles 

called 

protons and 

neutrons. 

 The Strong 

Force – The 

force in the 

nucleus of 

an atom that holds the protons and neutrons 



together.  Otherwise the like charges would 

repel.   

 Atomic Mass = number of protons + the 

number of Neutrons. 

o Why a decimal on the periodic table? 

o Takes into account all the isotopes of 

that element including their mass and 

abundance.   

 Protons: 

 Protons are ( + ) charged particles found 

inside the nucleus.  

 The number of protons in the nucleus of an 

element determines the physical and 

chemical characteristics of that element.   

 To Calculate the # of Protons = the atomic 

number on the periodic table.   

 Every atom of a particular element contains 

the same number of protons. Each element 

has a unique atomic number, or a unique 

number of protons in its nucleus. Proton 

number never changes for any given 

element. 

 For example, oxygen has an atomic 

number of 8. That tells us that 

oxygen always has 8 protons. 

Neutrons: - James Chadwick (1932) 



 Neutrons are "neutral."  

 Atoms of a given 

element do not always 

contain the same number 

of neutrons. Atoms of an 

element that have a 

different number of neutrons in 

the nucleus are called isotopes of each other.  

 To calculate the # of neutrons =  Atomic 

mass – atomic number.   

  

Electrons: - J.J. Thomson (1897) 

 Electrons are negatively charged 

particles that orbit around the 

outside of the nucleus 

(Corpuscles)(Cathode Ray 

Tube).  

 To calculate the number of 

electrons in a neutral atom = the atomic 

number.   

 The mass of an electron is about 1/2000th of 

the mass of a proton or a neutron.  



 The sharing or exchange of electrons 

between atoms forms chemical bonds, which 

is how new molecules and compounds are 

formed.   

 Electromagnetic Force – The Force that 

holds the electrons around the nucleus.  

Opposite charges attract.   

 An element with a different number of 

electrons is called an Ion.  An Ion is a 

charged element or atom.   

Bohr (Denmark)– Orbiting electrons (Planetary 

model) 

 



 

Schrödinger – Electron cloud theory 

 
 

 
 

 

 



 

 
An element with a different number of Protons 

 = ____________________________ 

 

An Element with a different number of Neutrons 

= ___________________________ 

 

An Element with a different number of Electrons 

= ___________________________ 


